Telephone & Line Analyzer

Analyze digital, analog, and VoIP
phone systems and wiring for
faults and security risks.
The TALAN Telephone & Line Analyzer combines multiple
phone and wiring tests into a single piece of equipment.
In addition to multimeter tests, the TALAN performs
Non-Linear Junction Detection, RF analysis, and
Frequency Domain Relectometry. A multi-test database
system provides the ability to perform tests on all pair
combinations, storing data for historical comparison and
comparison against other lines.

AUTOMATIC SWITCHING MATRIX
The TALAN includes a built-in automatic switching matrix
for testing all pair combinations. For example, if a cable
has 8 conductors, there are 28 combinations of pairs
to test; the TALAN can automatically switch through all
combinations, performing test functions and storing test
results for comparison.

ADVANTAGES

Detect wire taps
Locate illicit tampering and security
vulnerabilities
Trace wires to determine line breaks
Analyze VoIP packet traffic for anomalies

Demodulate
50+ Codecs

4 Hour
Battery Life

VOIP PLUS+ ANALYSIS
The TALAN can capture and analyze network streams for fast
identification of unauthorized VoIP traffic. Users can quickly detect if
a VoIP phone system is passing data packets when the phone is not
in use. VoIP data collected by the TALAN includes:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Source and destination MAC/IP addresses
Header type
Number of total packets
Packet rate
Peak rate
Run time

The TALAN software recognizes older protocols that other equipment
may miss, increasing the probability of detection. Extensive,
advanced filtering makes it easier to locate and identify suspicious
packet information. New functionality allows for on-board analysis
versus exporting information to third-party packet analyzing software.
The patent-pending Fast Fourier Transform algorithm converts
the arrival times of network traffic into a packet frequency graph.
By transforming this information from time domain to frequency
domain, the TALAN creates identifiable patterns not easily noticed in
a traditional packet list allowing the user to detect live VoIP traffic.

Automatically switches through all line
pair combinations with every test
Combines capabilities of a high
gain audio amplifier, line tracer, and
multimeter
No other piece of equipment exists that
can perform all of the TALAN tasks

6 lbs (2.7 kg)
Unit Weight

Compact Flash
& USB-A Inputs
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APPLICATIONS

TALAN TELEPHONE AND LINE ANALYZER
DIGITAL MULTIMETER TESTS & DEMODULATION
The TALAN includes multimeter tests such as Voltage, Current, Capacitance, and
Resistance. A new input panel provides the ability to test twisted pairs against
modern telecommunication threats including shield and ground. Dwell selection
options allow for greater accuracy without sacrificing speed.
The Digital Demodulation function provides the ability to determine if a digital
phone line is passing audio when it should not.The TALAN is able to digitally
demodulate 50+ codecs.

FREQUENCY DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER (FDR)
Similar to a TDR (Time Domain Reflectometer) but based on a different technical
approach, the TALAN’s FDR can “shoot” a line for impedance anomalies
indicating a potential security threat.
A TDR only displays a single trace making it difficult to determine whether a fault
response is the result of a connection block in a normal wiring plan or a wire tap.
With the TDR, a trace from each pair combination would have to be collected
separately and then compared. The TALAN FDR, on the other hand, can display
multiple pair traces on the same graph.

NON-LINEAR JUNCTION DETECTION ON A LINE
The TALAN includes a NLJD test to detect electronics connected to an isolated
line. This is one of the most powerful tests for quickly determining whether there
are additional electronics attached to a wire.
The example to the right indicates a parallel tap on pair 3:6. Because of multiple
pair combinations any combination with either a 3 or 6 indicates some response,
but the electronics are clearly detected on pair 3:6 with the strongest response.

RF ANALYSIS & DETECTION
The TALAN includes a Spectrum Analyzer that provides a detailed frequency
spectrum display up to 85 MHz. This function also includes a time domain display
to show the modulation for AM and FM signals.
The TALAN also includes a Broadband RF Probe to check free space RF energy up
to 8 GHz, graphing the RF level over time to identify the location of a transmitter.

Shielded MOD8/RJ45 Jacks

8.4 in (21.3 cm)
color display
touch screen
Built-in high gain
audio amplifier and
DC bias voltage
generator

Visually observe
patterns of consistent,
repetitive VoIP traffic

HOW IS THE TALAN USED FOR TSCM?
Business phones have built-in microphones, speakers, conductive cabling and a never ending
power source and can be found throughout office buildings everywhere. With the right knowhow, a telephone can be turned into an eavesdropping device - one that would be very difficult
to detect.
Idle phones, extra cabling, and unused pairs are all opportunities to access a system. Testing these
vulnerabilities can be done manually with a variety of electronic tools including voltmeters, audio amplifiers,
line tracers, and more. However, testing should be done by someone trained with the correct test procedures
to keep from alerting attackers or damaging the system. Manual testing can also be enormously time
consuming and often impractical, especially when it comes to conductor pair testing.
The TALAN significantly streamlines the testing process. Perform multiple tests on all pair combinations and
store the results for comparison.

POST-INVESTIGATION RESOURCES
The TALAN comes with a data viewer PC application provides the ability to organize, analyze, and
export TALAN test sequence data and charts for report writing. Moreover, the software provides
the ability to compare numerous phones/targets on the same chart allowing the user to quickly
identify anomalies.
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Expansion port supports
communication and measurement
with future accessories

